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CCGS Weekly Round-Up

Inter House Quiz 2022 

It was lovely to hold our annual I-H Knowledge Quiz at the end of November. Selected students from every form group
represented their house in a five-round school-based quiz. The rounds this year included General House Knowledge, do you
‘notice’ boards? Your school in pictures, Subject Quotes and House Knowledge. The overall standard of competition was
extremely high and ultimately the use of joker rounds (where teams could gain double points) became crucial in the final
standings. Staff commented on the Subject Quotes round being the hardest round presented which again proved decisive as
some house teams selected this for their joker round. After round 3, MS and RP shared the lead on 57pts with TS on 44pts and
KH on 40pts. Round 4 saw both RP teams and TS teams use their joker, with RP gaining 46pts out of a possible 60pts. Entering
the final round, RP (103pts) retained a strong lead, but MS (75pts) and TS (70pts) continued to compete for second place with KH
trailing (56pts). After an entertaining and well-spirited competition, the final result was: 1 st RP (115) 2 nd MS (96) 3 rd TS (88) 4 th
KH (75)
Congratulations to all involved! 
CRG

Spain trip October 2023

If your child has a place on the Spain trip the next instalment of £50 is due by December 12th.

Year 11 Business Studies

Please remember to that Business catch-up sessions are on Mondays - 3.15pm, Thursday lunchtimes and Thursdays - 3.15pm.
 Speak to your teachers for further details.  Revision guides are also available to purchase on the Gateway.

Year 11 Mocks 

A big thank you to parents for supporting yr11 through their gruelling mock exams. The students have been punctual, focused and
prepared for all their exams. We hope all their hard work and revision pays off, but that we can also diagnose any areas they need
to focus on moving forward towards the real ones. Remember, the mocks are also the time to make all their mistakes so there is
time to rectify them! 

Shakespeare For Schools

Well done to all the students involved in this year's 'Shakespeare's For Schools' Festival. Year on year, CCGS enters the festival
with a fabulous performance of a Shakespeare play involving students from year 7 -13 and this year was no exception. Thank you
to Mrs Gregory and Mrs Myhill for giving up hours of their time rehearsing and organising the students. Learning and performing
Shakespearean lines is no mean feat and as usual, our students rose to the intellectual challenge!


